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For what has he done ? He has deliberately continued the
resolution of May 30th, 1895 wide Resolution 3). Not only
has he done this, but he has drawn up and passed a new
resolution (vide Resolution 1) to the effect that the system
in operation be continued. If Resolutions 1 and 3 hold,
Resolution 2 is merely a sop. Surely Mr. Sharp and the
Board do not think that the profession will be satisfied
with these resolutions. No, the Board must understand
that it will have to accept some such amendment as that
of Mr. Riley, upon which we commented in our issue of
June 8th, 1895, p. 1445. The School Board at Bradford has
been hopelessly beaten by the profession in a like matter,l
and it remains for us to tackle the London Procrustes

which stretches little children, whether fit or not, upon the
educational rack. 

___

BUBONIC PLAGUE IN HONG KONG IN 1896.

SIR WILLIAM ROBINSOX, in his capacity of Governor of
the colony of Hong Kong, has sent a very instructive report
to the Colonial Office on bubonic plague in the settlement

’ 

during the present year. To the date of his writing on
May 6th there had occurred 675 cases, and of these 602, or a
little more than 89 per cent. of attacks, had proved fatal.
In 1894 the mortality had been at the rate of 93 per cent. of
the cases treated in hospitals. But even this high rate took
no account of dead bodies found in the streets, and so the
disease of the present year is looked upon as of a milder
character than that which prevailed in the year just
named. And, again, the mortality of the present epidemic
is the more favourable since it is stated that all deaths
have been heard of, a circumstance not to be thought of as
having obtained in 1894. All the patients were Chinese ’,
except 22, consisting of 6 Europeans, 4 of whom died;
15 Indians, of whom 6 died ; and 1 fatal case in a Siamese.
The first case arose on Jan. 4th, and up to the close of
the month there had occurred 45 cases, deemed to be of a

sporadic nature. The disease then increased, as many as
41, 45, 60, and 77 cases occurring in some of the suc-

ceeding weeks. In the last complete week reported upon-
namely, that ended May 2nd-there were 63 attacks. The

disease was therefore still epidemically prevailing at that

time. The precautions taken were the removal of every
sufferer at once to hospital and the segregation on roomy
junks of all the members of invaded houses until

the numbers became so numerous as to make it im-

possible to continue this practice. The infected houses
were taken over by the police and disinfected, cleansed,
and the like, and all precautions of disinfection of clothing
taken. When it became impossible longer to segregate
members of invaded dwellings on the junks the authorities
decided to allow residents to proceed to Canton under

restrictions. The plague was at this time prevailing also in
Canton. The visiting staff at the disposal of the Govern-
ment was enlarged to cope with the immense strain
on the few members permanently engaged, and whilst
the antipathies of the Chinese were much less pronounced
than in 1894 against the action taken for the purpose of

stamping out the disease, still the trouble caused by
the desire of the natives to conceal cases and dead bodies
was of a kind to call for great tact and patience. So

imperative did it seem that steps should be taken to allay
suspicion on the part of the Chinese as to the motive
which prompted the authorities in the measures they
were adopting that it was soon decided to permit the
removal of patients, and later even of bodies, by rela-

tives to the mainland under regulation ; and whilst this

bad in some degree at least the result desired, only
one patient and only four dead bodies were removed.

House-to-house visitation was largely carried on, and the
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condition of housing of the Chinese found to be of a

character calling for the appointment of a commission of
inquiry into the question. The plague is classed as a.

filth disease, and was confined to the poorer classes of

Chinese, whose dirty and insanitary habits foster its pro-

gress. The accumulation of dirt and rubbish is surprising,
and bad ventilation, overcrowding, and inadequacy of light,
added to high rents, aggravate such a malady as plague.
But in connexion with the disease generally Sir William
Robinson holds the view that unless its recurrences can be

prevented great harm must accrue to the colony, and he is
of opinion that it will be difficult to stay its spread in Hong
Kong so long as it continues to prevail on the adjacent main.
land. The matter is pressing and presents problems difficult
of solution. 

____

THE RELATIVE EFFICIENCY AND COST OF
PLUMBERS’ WORK.

THE flattering reception accorded by the press to the

report of our Commissioners upon the Relative Efficiency
and Cost of Plumbers’ Work, together with the great demand
for the reprint, is a gratifying proof of the utility of the

inquiry. It is still more satisfactory to us that the leading
organs representing the various interests immediately con.
cerned have accepted our report, on the whole, as sound and
useful. Any slight divergence of opinion that exists bears
upon the economic aspect of the question only. It is (difficult
to suppress a feeling of regret that those interested have not
been stimulated to offer some practical suggestions for the

improvement of the defects pointed out as existing in the
contract system. The various opinions are, however, of

interest, as they emphasise certain points to which attention
had been drawn in the report. Special reference to one

suggestion must be made, as it is of undoubted value. Our

contemporary, Truth, in its issue of July 23rd, in a short
but eminently practical notice, says, quoting from the report,
"What is required is a standard of charges that wi11

yield to the master plumber a fair remuneration for

capital and time employed, or some properly qualified
! board to whom at a slight cost an appeal might be made
, by either side to act as arbitrators," and this im.
. portant proposal is added, " Cannot the Plumber’s Com-
. 

pany, who, for a city company, seem to take an excep-
. tional amount of interest in the trade they represent, do
. something to supply this desideratum 2" Certainly it would
; be difficult to conceive a source from which a more im-

, partial or better qualified board of arbitration could be

: drawn, numbering as this Company does among its members
J many men of high social position, including members of the
! learned and architectural professions, together with the

. leading men in the plumbing trade. The Company has
i already done much to advance the public health by its
. efforts to ensure the efficient training of the craftsmen .
1 could it be induced to form such a board as is suggested
t it would undoubtedly be conferring a boon on the com-
1 munity at large, and it would be felt that THE LANCET

Commission had led to enduring results.
-

THE GOVERNMENT GAOL AT PRETORIA.
) 

WE have received the following particulars concerning tha
f 

gaol at Pretoria in which the Reformers were confined. We-

v 
give them in our correspondent’s own words :-

e 
" The particulars I can give you are as follows:&mdash;Ground

_ 

covered by buildings and yards, 551 ft. by 227 ft. Therein
’ 

one large courtyard into which the gate opens, and four
s small yards. Everything is on the ground floor. The tell,
y ai four-wall brick rooms with door, and ventilator in door,
t. and floor, and in a few cases slate slab. During the stayo:
e the Reformers there must have been over 200 persons tntre
_ confined. Of course this includes Kaffirs. The di,tri_5

surgeon attends once daily to see those who wish to see him.


